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Planning Commissioners Present: Bill Branigan, Lee Hardy, Bob Berman, Mike Franklin, Jim Patrick, and Gary East.

Planning Commissioners Absent: Rod Croteau (excused).

Citizens Advisory Committee Members Absent: Suzanne Dalton and Dustin Capri.

City Staff Present: Community Development Director (CDD) Derrick Tokos and Executive Assistant Wanda Haney.

Chair Patrick called the Planning Commission work session to order at 6:02 p.m. and turned the meeting over to CDD Tokos.

A. Unfinished Business.

1, Discussion regarding potential changes to the off-street parking code considering the upcoming expirations of the existing
parking districts. Tokos began the discussion by walking through the history as he understands it and issues that led to where
we are now and where the City may want to take this. Hopefully the District Advisory Boards will be amenable to this as well.
Tokos thinks there are definitely some near-term changes that the Commission is going to want to make because of the upcoming
expiration of the Nye Beach District, which will be effective July 1st next year. He said for decades the City has had off-street
parking requirements, which is currently Chapter 14.14 of our Municipal Code. They set out ratios for the number of spaces you
are to provide off-street or out of the public right-of-way and public property to support parking for the people who are going to
your business or provide parking for your home. There are three distinct areas identified as areas that warranted special
regulations because there just wasn’t sufficient area to provide those spaces off-street. The City instead employed the approach
of offsetting that with on-street spaces and in public lots. These public lots are in Nye Beach and in the City Center in the vicinity
of Hurbert and the Bay Front. There are public lots in those areas and a lot of on-street parking that is provided. In those areas
as written into this code there are special area parking requirements, and a fee was imposed in lieu of providing required off-
street spaces; which was like $175 per stall per year for new development in those areas. That was in place for twenty some
years. Eventually that fee was never adjusted, and there was a lot of public concern with the fairness or equity of that because
some nonconforming businesses didn’t have to pay and even after 20 years they were still paying it; why does one have to pay,
and another one doesn’t? Administratively it was a nightmare for the City to be tracking. There was also that this $175 per space
per year is nowhere near what it would really cost to put in parking stalls; that would be upwards of $7500 per stall in some of
these areas. So, there was a desire to go away from that and some momentum to form parking districts. The way the parking
districts were formed was to create them as Economic Improvement Districts. It was a way for businesses to self-impose a fee
on themselves either through a business license surcharge or through an assessment to do some range of improvements that will
benefit the businesses. Tokos said to think of it as an LID for businesses. That could easily have been done to fund projects like
the streetscaping that was done in Nye Beach by Urban Renewal, or undergrounding utility lines; there’s a wide range of things
you could do using Economic Improvement Districts. It was used as a tool to create parking districts that were funded by a
business license surcharge and were tailored to meet the needs of each area. By State law, Economic Improvement Districts are
limited to no more than five years without being reauthonzed. They’re not something you can put in place and just leave and let
run forever. We are getting close to the five-year limit for Nye Beach. We’re still a couple of years away for the Bay Front; and
City Center falls in between.

Tokos said he has been thinking about July 1, 2015, when the Nye Beach District closes and what happens. That’s what he
wanted to talk to the Commissioners about because there are choices. There is the option that we could re-engage the businesses
and extend the districts. In the Bay Front District they recognize that this is an interim solution. They know it’s not generating
what they really want, which is a parking structure or more robust transit services. Although it’s a significant impact to
businesses, in the scheme of things it doesnt generate the kind of money needed to do a parking structure. All it can really do
is generate money for maintenance purposes in Nye Beach and the Bay front, and basic maintenance in the City Center for
sidewalks and such. Tokos doesn’t think it is worth trying to renew them. They could get shot down anyway if enough business
owners remonstrate against it. He doesn’t think we want payment in lieu again either. It didn’t work in the past. He thinks you
could make a pretty good argument that if we could generate a consistent revenue source, say at least in Nye Beach, to deal with
basic maintenance, then we could just lift the off-street parking requirements. That would be the ideal way to do it. In these
special areas, no special off-street parking requirements. If you can provide it and as a business you want it; more power to you.
Some would. If you have a big hotel going in, they’re going to want to provide some of their own anyway. But the rationale
being that we are providing enough on-street or public parking options that we don’t need to require off-street spaces; we can
offset it with public resources. But, the catch is that we have to generate something to maintain these public resources. The
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private property owners aren’t doing it; our tax base isn’t set up to cover this. We could theoretically use room tax; but we never
have, and it would be diverted from other things.

Tokos said for the Bay Front District we looked at pulling back the Abbey Street parking lot into the hill to create additional
spaces there; but there are geotechnical issues and it wasn’t cost-effective. We couldn’t get it to pencil out for what we would
gain as surface spaces. We looked at the Lee Street lot and potentially partnering with the lower privately-owned lot to combine
the two. But we couldn’t get anything there. There is no way to get a meaningful number of additional surface parking spaces.
So, you are looking at structured parking; and the business license surcharge doesn’t generate enough to fund a parking structure,
even if you consider the $240 thousand they have in the bank from the old payment in lieu of that’s sitting there for the Bay Front
at some point. Tokos said it would require a couple of million dollars at least. East asked where a structure would be located on
the Bay Front. Tokos said that the Abbey Street lot would be ideal. Franklin asked if the Port would be willing to go in on
having an area. Tokos said the Port pays $6 thousand into the district. They striped in about 14 additional spaces out of Port
Dock 7 in a gear storage area that they relocated. He said the Port is definitely willing to see what they can do. The Port was
looking to do an administrative office building in the grassy area; but they’ve put that on the shelf for now. They have a lot of
debt associated with the Terminal and Teevin Bros. not happening how; and they can’t justify it. So they are trying to tread water
with the modular buildings they have now. The Port is willing to be at the table, though. Tokos said there is a way to tackle a
parking structure through metering if you can generate enough revenue. He said the City Center maybe is a place where you
don’t want to push metering; but it’s worth including in any study done for utilization of parking spaces.

Tokos would like to pitch it as, we want to revise the zoning code for these special parking areas so that payment in lieu doesn’t
trigger automatically. These ordinances have that written in that it will come back into play; but we don’t want to recreate
payment in lieu of. It was a mess at the time, and we don’t want that coming back and start up that program again. Tokos’ advice
is to amend this before July to eliminate payment in lieu of and require that off-street spaces be provided unless parking
districts are created by the City Council that authorize an alternative solution within these geographic boundaries. He said the
Commission may also want to tweak these geographic boundaries a little bit as part of the process because these are the old
original boundaries. He said the Commission may want to at least look at these boundaries and say are these old geographic
boundaries still right or do we want to move them around a little bit. That would be a catalyst for forcing some action because
we know that properties in those areas can’t provide those off-street spaces; so they are going to want a solution. He said if
metering’s not right, he’s all ears for what is.

Tokos said he thought metering is an important conversation to have. He said funding a study is the first step to do that. That is
to have a third party independent of the City because we would be the revenue in-taker, so it’s important to have a third party so
it’s not us doing our own analysis to justify certain metering rates. But, have an independent group do a study of all three
geographic areas through the summer months, peak tourism. Evaluate the utilization of the spaces; so how heavily are the public
(just public; not private) on-street spaces being utilized and how frequently are they being turned over. They can look at it and
provide a couple of different financial models based on what we are trying to accomplish. We would identify what we are trying
to accomplish capital-wise in Nye Beach; it’s probably just maintenance. How often do we have to re-stripe the Nyc Beach
turnaround? What other improvements do we necessarily need to do when we go in and restripe in terms of repairing, or ‘oncrete
surfaces, or upgrading utility accesses, lighting, and that kind of thing. Nye Beach has a unique streetscape put in by Urban
Renewal. There’s no funding source to maintain that; that’s not to City standards, those paver blocks and all of that. Put a capital
list together and figure out what kind of metering program would be needed to pay for it. The program would also look at
monthly passes that may get at some of the businesses’ concerns about where they park and may also took at where potential
designated employee parking places would be outside the metering area. That would be captured as part of it.

Tokos said the Bay Front would be a similar thing; except maybe there it would be a revenue stream that could be used to
contribute toward financing a parking structure. It wouldn’t cover it all; but remember that district also has ¼ million dollars in
the bank, and there may be other funding sources that we could explore to finance that. Those studies would establish if metering
is appropriate; and also, with these different capital objectives, how you could structure a metering program. On the Bay Front
you would certainly have demand for some sort of monthly pass. Maybe you designate a certain lot that fishermen and others
go to, and the Port makes financial contribution to cover their monthly passes. There are ways to play with that.

Franklin asked if Tokos is talking about metering year round. Tokos said the study could be done both during peak and off-peak
utilization or study the peak time and make assumptions about the off-peak time. He said the Bay front for example still probably
has enough parking demand in the off season to wan-ant some form of metering. With these kiosks, you can scale it. So, summer
months it’s a higher parking fee, and winter months it’s lower. Franklin asked what other communities on the coast use metering
in the State of Oregon. Tokos said he didn’t know; but he knows for example that Hood River, which is a comparable size to
Newport, does do metering in their downtown. He said it’s not a big-town phenomenon per Se. It’s more about if there’s enough
value and demand for those public assets to wan-ant metering. Metering not only gives you a revenue source, but it will encourage
turnover. Hardy asked if metering wouldn’t be a huge capital expense in itself. Tokos said the study would cover that; at what
point we would recover up-front costs in the meters themselves. That would absolutely be part of the study. The revenue from
metering would not be going to enforcement. Tickets would pay for enforcement; those who violate pay for enforcement. The
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revenue goes toward maintenance and improvement of those assets. Branigan said, but they would have to patrol. Tokos said
the Police contract for that; they would have to ramp up their enforcement contract. Berman asked if they are breaking even by
contracting that out. Tokos said it has been. He said if they have to ramp that up, how will that play on enforcement and how
much you charge for tickets. All of that would be part of it.

Franklin asked how tourists perceive the communities that have meters. Does that impact businesses in a negative light? Hardy
said ultimately there are people who gripe and people who are suckers for this town. Patrick said there is nowhere else but
Oregon that you can park next to the beach for free. Berman said in southern California, parking costs $16. Patrick said, look
at Florida. There are very few places where you park next to the beach that doesn’t have a price on it. Tokos said there are very
few areas where you have the kind of utilization like we have in Nye Beach and the Bay front that you don’t have some kind of
metering, which is for the turnover and a revenue source to maintain those assets because they are very valuable. Franklin said
enforcement will have to look at a vehicle and will have to come back and check on it; it will be more work. Hardy said are
businesses going to like that quicker turnover and not retaining customers in their businesses. Tokos said they might get
customers they othenvise wouldn’t; at least at times they otherwise wouldn’t. Berman said people may be parking on residential
streets where there aren’t meters. Tokos said he doesn’t believe that anybody coming over to Newport to enjoy Nye Beach or
the Bay Front are going to care at all about paying a meter fee.

Berman asked if he was talking high-tech meters like in Portland. Tokos said absolutely; that’s how it’s done, kiosks. Franklin
asked how those will do in this kind of weather. Tokos said these kiosks are employed in coastal areas. We will have to figure
out which ones work and which don’t. They have the kiosks that you can set up on a block by block basis; they also have the
individual stall ones. Berman said he would drive a couple of blocks to find a free parking space. Franklin said there’s nothing
stopping the workforce in Nye Beach from going elsewhere. Tokos said the workforce can go. Franklin asked, when thinking
of a location centralized to the Bay Front and the downtown area, has the Street lot been considered for a location for a parking
garage? Tokos said we could have a shuttle there. Patrick said that lot does fill in the summer with Bay Front people. He would
much rather have the structure down on the Bay Front. Patrick asked Tokos when they penciled out a parking garage, was it
strictly a parking garage or commerciaL and parking garage. Tokos said to his knowledge that hasn’t really been delved into in
great detail. Patrick said if you made commercial development so you fill in that block of cars where there’s nothing going on
and you have businesses underneath the garage, you generate some income to help pay for the garage. Tokos said that’s why
he’s being careful to say any kind of metering fee on the Bay Front would be “a” revenue source not “the” only revenue source
to finance construction of a parking structure. Tokos said Patrick was right; if you did some sort of commercial development in
conjunction with that, that is a way of helping to pencil it out. He said obviously charging for the parking structure parking
spaces too would be a way to deal with it. East asked if it’s possible to have first floor commercial and parking up above. Tokos
said we could look at street access above.

Tokos said the carrot is you do away with off-street parking requirements. The impact is that there is going to be a cost. Right
now the cost is being borne by the business owners through a business surcharge; you’re shifting the cost to the patron, and
you’re adjusting it. The Bay Front would be scaled differently to achieve something different than Nye Beach. The reason we
can do away with off-street parking requirements is because there’s been a substantial investment in the public infrastructure to
provide that parking there as opposed to on the private property in these areas where it’s just more difficult to do it. Hardy said
most of the areas are built up and have no room. Tokos said or design it like Archway Place and put it underneath. Berman
asked, so in the meantime, after the district phases out on July 1St if the ordinance is modified so there are no off-street parking
requirements; there is no revenue stream at all. Tokos said for a brief period of time for Nye Beach there wouldn’t be. Patrick
asked if that can be part of the Economic Development District. Tokos said they can finance the study out of the existing revenue.
He thinks Nye Beach is going to use most of their money to do some improvements to the turnaround. We can pull the resources
together for this. He said the study isn’t cheap; but it is scalable. He said this kind of study is important because it provides a
forum for the public to get engaged; and everybody gets better educated. If the recommendation is that meters are appropriate
at certain levels in these different areas, and folks have had a chance to digest it and are okay with that; there’s your ammunition
for the City Council to actually act. Without any kind of analysis, we’re shooting in the dark. You are looking at just the data
piece for between $1 5-20 thousand; and with the whole thing including public meetings, development of financial analysis and
strategies at $45 thousand on the top end. The Bay front has more than that sitting in their account for the Parking District that
they’re probably not going to utilize; Nye Beach has around $35 thousand; and City Center has $6 thousand. Some portion could
come from each of the districts and we could throw in about $10 thousand of room tax; and do the study right. Patrick thought
we want to split it up. He also thought that we want to adjust those boundaries before we get started too because the City Center
area has to include the entire area around the hospital where they are expanding. They keep increasing their use faster than the
parking. Tokos said the hospital will be going to the voters regarding their expansion. Franidin said the Nye Beach parking limit
is for three hours. He wondered if they could go to two hours. East said they would pay for whatever time they’re there. franidin
said the meters won’t happen for a while. Tokos said we are looking at 6-12 months to do the study. Patrick said we won’t know
what we’re going to do before Nye Beach shuts down. We have to fix that one now. He doesn’t think that payment in lieu of
will every generate funds. Or if we set it at what it actually should be, that’s $7500. We’ve already been down that road; nobody
likes that. Tokos said there are a lot of ways to tackle that in Nye Beach. Franklin asked what percentage are delinquent. Tokos
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said he thought we were something like 95% compliant. He said the issue is more with turnover; and how much resources you
apply to a business that went out of business and didn’t pay the fee.

Berman asked who pays for the little maintenance outside these three districts. He said, say along 101 where a sidewalk cracks.
Tokos said sidewalks are the responsibility of the property owners. Franklin said that Tokos had mentioned a project in Nye
Beach in front of the old dry cleaners; but he asked isn’t that their responsibility? Tokos said we could hook it on them when
and if it redevelops. When we do any kind of pavement improvement now, like when we finished off Benton, it was to the
benefit of the adjacent property owners. We could have said that we would never pave that until they form an LID. If that
laundry property redevelops, we could at that point in time get them to put sidewalk in front of it. Hardy said, you’re talking
about using some of the parking district money to repair or improve sidewalks; how is that fair? Tokos said we do that right
now. We did 3t( Street with public money. Some of those property owners would argue that they didn’t benefit at all. Every
time the City or Urban Renewal does investments, people benefit. You can argue that they benefit disproportionately to other
people. All the Urban Renewal investments in Nye Beach are infrastructure that helped catalyze some of that down there. He
said it’s public money. Hardy said you have owners in one part of town that have to maintain their sidewalks, and in other parts
of town the City just comes in and does it for them; how is that fair? Berman said it’s the Parking District doing it, which they
paid into. Hardy asked, so it’s like you’re establishing little cooperatives. Berman said so you don’t have to do it all yourself.
Patrick said Y’ Street was needed; we need one on Nye Street. He said we have areas in town where pedestrians are walking in
the street. He said we got it taken care of around the High School pretty much. Tokos said the City has a hodge-podge of
sidewalk connections. In some areas we have decent sidewalk, and in some areas we don’t. It’s historic going back to
development way back when, when things weren’t thought through as carefully.

Tokos said we can tailor the parking study to deal on the capital side for whatever we feel is appropriate to deal with. If it’s just
maintenance, it’s maintenance. If it’s maintenance and some certain capital improvements, put it on the table. His sense is as
part of a study to put a range of things people may want. We can break it up; this is maintenance number, and this is additional
number with the additional capital projects. This is how the fee could be structured if it’s just maintenance or if you’re dealing
with maintenance and this additional capital work you want to do. Patrick added, which is different for the different areas. Nye
Beach would be basically maintenance. The only capital thing you could have would be a shuttle running to the parking lot at
the PAC. The Bay Front needs a structure eventually; and the only way to get there is by funding it somehow. Tokos said
metering is as appropriate a place to look as anything else. Patrick said you can’t run it on the back of all of the businesses down
there all the time; although he thinks in that area you’d be better with both running at the same time. Tokos said though, say
you’re paying money to utilize the Lee Street lot for instance as sticker parking. Say you create orange stickers and that’s an
orange sticker lot up there, and anybody with an orange sticker can park up there. Businesses have to pay for those monthly
passes, so they’re contributing. Say the fishermen get to use those on-street spots over by Port Dock 7 and 5, and the Port pays
for monthly passes. They put a green sticker on them, and they become green sticker eligible. There are ways to tackle that one.
It would be part of the program. Then most of the rest of the on-street assets down in the tourist area are straight turn-over kiosks.
Ditto for the Abbey Street lot and the Fall Street lot.

Patrick said he didn’t know what we could do in the City Center other than include the hospital. Tokos said that including them
is a great point; you don’t leave them out. He said it’s another area where the City has a lot of on-street parking assets. You
have the Hurbert Street lot and the lot by Digital Diner, and a lot of on-street parking there. It’s worth looking to see at least
what the utilization is right now and what the turnover is. If for no other reason, it helps inform about timing the parking. He
said and then maybe just make a conscious choice or even the report’s recommendation may be that, given the level of
development down here, it doesn’t warrant metering. Maybe it’s not turning over quickly enough for you. Berman asked if the
timeframes are so different that you can’t coordinate with the new Urban Renewal lots. Tokos said Urban Renewal probably is
not for funding a parking study. Urban Renewal would be one way of addressing parking needs, particularly with the hospital.
That would be one way to help pay for even a modest structure over there or help supplement whatever the hospital is eventually
able to sell for their GO bond; bolster that funding so they can do structured parking as part of their package as opposed to making
surface lots. Branigan said he would assume the hospital will provide parking; they can’t afford to have their patients taking a
mile hike. Tokos said at some point we’re going to have to do away with that right-angle parking on 9th, You can’t have that on
a street like 9th that’s serving basically as a collector. At some point it’s just too much of a traffic hazard to have that kind of
congestion there with people backing across both lanes trying to get in and out. Branigan said especially if ODOT is still
considering making the changes to one-way traffic flow. Tokos said that’s a long-term possibility; and we’ve talked to the
hospital about that, so they’re aware of that. He said that Urban Renewal can be a way of helping fund the parking solution; but
the study needs to happen independently of that because they’re two different creatures.

Hardy noted that it looks like you wouldn’t be able to have the study completed for another year because you have to go through
a tourist season. Tokos agreed, and said that $45 thousand would include the off-season evaluation too. Do you want it to
actually be measured off-season, or do you want to make assumptions off-season? Franklin asked if you can turn the meters off
in the off-season; and was told we could. Patrick said the thing about the kiosks is that you can have it be demand pricing; at the
high point of summer when you have all your tourists in there, you can adjust your parking level to whatever it needs to be.
Franklin was concerned that it may discourage locals in the middle of winter if they have to get out in the rain and go stand at a
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kiosk. Tokos said he thinks we will hear a lot of what Franklin was just talking about through the whole process. Tokos can talk
to some folks who do this kind of work to see how they go about addressing those concerns specifically. He’s fairly certain that
the study will show that generally it doesn’t impact your users, your locals or your tourists, because they get used to it. He said
the danger of turning off kiosks is then you get the gripes because they forget about them when they are turned off and then they
start getting into the habit of not having to pay; then you turn them back on and they don’t think about having to pay again. He
said even if it’s just an adjustment in fee, at least you get in the habit of using the kiosks. Franidin asked if we can ask them
when they do provide comparisons that they do use comparable cities like Hood River and like small towns in Washington that
are not right next to Seattle without trains that are close by so they’re not hopping on subways and things. lokos said right,
where you don’t have another alternative like Portland where you have streetcars and the light rail where you can avoid going
down there and dealing with it. Branigan said that Portland turns their kiosks off at 7 o’clock at night. Tokos said that Eugene
is the aggressive one. He noted that Salem sells day permits too in the downtown area where you can just buy a day pass. Patrick
mentioned all of the meters around the Capitol, and you have to have $20 worth of change. Tokos thought that Hood River is an
excellent corollary. Their main street, which is all metered, is very similar to the kind of traffic we have on the Bay Front and
similar to Nye Beach for density and walkable shops.

Berman said regarding City Center, it might be more productive and less expensive to concentrate only on Nye Beach and the
Bay Front. There is no immediate problem in the City Center, so why not defer that for a couple of years. Use the money more
effectively just in Nye Beach and the Bay Front. Tokos said that’s a fair point. He thinks it’s worth studying though because we
have similar assets in City Center that we do in Nye Beach and the Bay front, which is a lot of your parking is accommodated
in public areas as opposed to private lots. If for no other reason to get a sense, and it probably gives you a legitimate argument
to say that we shouldn’t put meters there. The data will say utilization isn’t high enough, so meters aren’t warranted here. It’s
one of the three that’s already identified as a special parking area. He would go ahead and analyze it; and he suspects that the
data is going to show it shouldn’t be metered, or it at least would support a recommendation that it not be metered to achieve
economic development. Patrick said also because of the utilization of parking around the hospital and along the highway. Tokos
said and the 9th and Hurbert lot and the Digital Diner parking lot would be picked up. Franklin asked about the parking lot further
down the hill above the Canyon Way. Tokos said that would be picked up as Bay front. Franklin asked if that can be a location
for a parking garage. Tokos said we could look at a lot of different spots, and each would have its own issues. He thinks the
challenge with 9th and Hurbert, and to a lesser extent the Canyon Way lot, is the distance from the lot to where the people are
going to want to go. If you could put it in the Abbey Street lot, that would be ideal. People are going to want to use it because
it’s super-convenient. They hate going up to the gth and Hurbert lot in the summer. Franklin asked with Urban Renewal
downtown, are they thinking about taking parking off 101. Patrick said that’s always been on the table. Franklin said he asked
because you’re going to have people walking into City Hall saying they got a parking ticket and their side mirror knocked off.
Tokos said that City Engineer Tim Gross had mentioned that we should tackle that as part of a parking study. Tokos said that
would totally sidetrack the whole study. We don’t want it with a whole other tangent of people getting upset about parking being
taken away, and it’s going to destroy their businesses. He thinks the on-street parking on US 101 is a separate conversation that
will have to be picked up at a later date; probably under Urban Renewal with a corridor study. Once we get an Urban Renewal
District in place, we have a funding mechanism. We roll that into one of the first-round projects, and that would be a refinement
planning for the City Center area. That’s probably going to take 12 months in itself. People will be engaged because they will
know that an Urban Renewal District has been formed and there is going to be money coming in to fund something that comes
out of that planning study. Patrick said the parking study will be useful backup information because you need to know what your
usage level is right now. So it gives you a baseline to say this is what we need to do or maybe we don’t need to do this. Franklin
asked if we have any parking studies done in the past; or will this be the first. Tokos said this is the first real one. You’d get a
nice clean inventory of spaces too. We’d know exactly what our number is in each area.

Tokos was asked about the lot that City Hall and the Recreation Center are on. He thought that there would be a general desire
not to extend City Center generally past these original boundaries and not go where the Parking District went; which was to go
with a small fee but throw a broad net. Maybe pick up the hospital. He doesn’t know about City Hall. Patrick said that’s kind
of a stretch to get here. East asked how many spaces we are going to lose for the new pool. Tokos said that’s being studied
separately as part of the pool financing; so we’ll cover it that way. Patrick said they have an option to get some more parking if
they have to. East asked if there’s still the consideration of splitting the directional traffic on 101. Tokos said that’s the couplet
concept. East wondered if the hospital expansion will interfere with that. Tokos said not necessarily. Patrick said that’s
something that you probably can do under Urban Renewal; not during the parking study. He said the parking study is just for
parking. Tokos said this study is strictly about utilization, about turnover, and then financial models for potential metering.
Patrick said we need to catch those anyway because we need to catch that lot. That lot needs to be part of the study because it
affects the Bay Front. He said if we don’t include City Center in here, the Canyon Way parking lot maybe gets picked up, but
the gth and Hurbert Street lot wouldn’t be included. Tokos agreed that the 9th and Hurbert lot wouldn’t be part of the Bay front
study; although it is influenced somewhat. Franklin said it’s used mainly by people on the Bay Front though. Tokos said in the
peak season, yes. Patrick noted it gets used by the taxi service. And, the adjacent restaurants use it.

Tokos asked if the Commissioners felt that this approach seems to make sense; and the answer was yes. Patrick thought we need
to get the buy-off from the Parking District people before we’re spending their money though. Tokos said he would meet with
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each of them. He said his inclination for Nye Beach is to let it expire. If there’s one year of not collecting business license
surcharges there, he doesn’t see that as a huge equity issue. Another approach we could take is try to reform a district for one
year so it expires about the same time as the Bay front; but he thinks that gets rather petty at that point. Berman asked if the
City Council couldn’t just renew it. Tokos said not without giving people an opportunity to remonstrate against it. They have
to take it through a two-step public hearing process, and business owners can object. Franklin said then it would be seven or
eight months later; so you might as well just tet it expire. Berman said the process could be started now. Patrick said we have
to start it right about now. Berman said rather than just reform, go through the normal process of renewing it but make it shorter
than the five years. Tokos said that gets interesting in that Nye Beach was in effect an extra year as opposed to the other two
districts. He is inclined to let it expire. Fire up the study before everything’s done so people understand. You can’t have no off-
street parking requirement and then no way to maintain the on-street that you are relying on in lieu of the off-street. That just
doesn’t make sense. We have always struggled with what’s the appropriate funding way to pay for maintaining those on-street
assets because they’re more robust in these areas than elsewhere for good reason. Payment in lieu of didn’t work. He doesn’t
think business license surcharge is a good long-term solution because of the mechanism and having to constantly renew. He said
that metering may make the most sense. Patrick said metering gets at the people who actually are using the spaces. Metering or
really good time limits and enforcement because what happens a lot of times is that you get employees parking in those spots. It
kills the turnover of the spot in the summertime. Tokos said he hears it from the Parking Disthct people, it’s a combination of
business owners and employees.

Tokos will setup meetings with the Parking Districts. He said another thought about this is that the current three Parking District
thing hasn’t worked well for us. We don’t have the resources to staff three parking districts. If this gets momentum, you could
do one oversight advisory committee to periodically deal with metering issues that come up and to probably periodically do
follow-up studies just to recalibrate the meters. Was the original metering making sense? Are you getting the turnover you’re
looking for? You can do less-expensive studies periodically just to gauge and survey that to see. Berman asked what body then
spends the money. Who sets the priorities and defines the projects? Tokos said you can set an oversight committee for that;
probably an advisory committee to the City Council. They would make recommendations for capital expenditures. Franldin
asked if most of the money would go to fund a parking structure on the Bay Front. Tokos said you can set it up such that the
metering revenue from each of the districts gets set into their separate accounts. So what’s generated from Nye Beach could go
to Nye Beach. Franklin said he would prefer that. Patrick said your rates are going to be set differently because Nye Beach will
be more maintenance than capital projects. You’re not trying to accumulate money for a capital improvement project; you’re
just trying to maintain what you have and maybe a few improvements here and there. That would be a different fee structure
than the Bay Front. He agrees that we should keep them separate. Tokos said it’s probably easiest to set it up that way just
because every business in each area will want it that way; and that’s fine.

Franklin asked if the parking lot at the turnaround would be part of the metered area. Tokos said yes. We would have them
evaluate every public asset that’s used for parking. He would think that’s the way to tackle it. Patrick added, and do the PAC
too. You look at whether or not metering the PAC makes any sense. Tokos said that’s what the analysis will say because you
have to have enough utilization to warrant it. You get over a certain threshold and then it makes sense. It’s analyzed for it; but
maybe at the end of the day, the PAC isn’t getting hit hard enough to warrant it. That’s the kind of information you get out of
the study. Franklin wondered how the PAC would feel about tourists and employees of businesses filling up their parking lot
when they have functions going on. Tokos said it’s a public parking lot, and they’re absolutely welcomed to use it now. Berman
said there are the two little lots at the VAC too. Tokos said that once Nye Beach develops further to the south, he sees the PAC
lot being a lot more heavily utilized. Franklin asked if the City had funds to purchase a lot like that and build parking spaces just
for employees. Tokos said the City doesn’t have any money that could be dedicated to that purpose at this point; and he doesn’t
see Urban Renewal in Nye Beach with a new district. That was the prior district, and those investments were made. A new
district will be more US 20 and 101.

Patrick said the parking study should give us that kind of stuff because this has happened in a lot of places. He said to look at
Aspen for one and what they have done there as far as trying to control their parking. It will give you all the options and what
you can do. He said he would pick a number like 80% of the funds that have been raised in a district stay there. We may have
other things that we want to do with that money that may be useful and would benefit both Parking Districts; an additional study
later on, maybe something to do with the downtown because it’s never going to generate the funds it needs. Franldin thought we
need to consider the future of downtown and what it’s going to need; so it does need to be included in this. Tokos said he would
try to couch the conversation about metering largely in Nye Beach and the Bay Front; this is not an effort to meter City Center
per Se. But it is important that the use of parking spaces in each be evaluated. The big thing here is that we are talking about
public assets that benefit everybody in this community and all the businesses in these areas. We’re talking about what we need
to do to ensure that these public assets will be there long-term for folks and can be enhanced and improved over time in a manner
in which we feel they need to be. He thinks that resonates a little bit better. In the end, we’re trying to say to lean more heavily
on these public assets so we can entirely do away with this off-street parking requirement in these areas because we realize that
that’s not realistic to try to get those off-street spaces. That just puts more of a premium on those public assets.
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Hardy asked if Tokos needed a recommendation from the Commission to go ahead with the study and get that rolling. Tokos
said he will speak with the Parking Districts, and then maybe we can set at the first regular meeting in January for the Commission
to just initiate amendments to the parking code to address the fact that the Parking Districts are going to expire, and we don’t
want the payment in lieu of coming back in. That amendments will be needed to address that reality that some of these Parking
Districts may or may not exist and how that works with our current code. That just gets the ball rolling. He doesn’t think there
needs to be a bunch of public outreach for that. But, before the Commission actually sees amendments, Tokos will have had a
chance to have conversations with the three Districts and can let the Commission know how it went. Patrick said it at least puts
them on notice, and we’re doing them one at a time. We need to fix whatever we need to long before Nye Beach expires or else
we’re back to payment in lieu of. Franidin didn’t think adding the year on is a good idea because then we’re asking for people’s
attention to two separate actions, and they don’t understand. Tokos agreed that it confuses things because you’re having two
conversations. He thinks the better approach is to have as clear a message as we can.

Tokos will start lining up meetings with the three Parking Districts after the first of the year; so try to get those meetings held in
January. Maybe he can have a report back to the Commission by the first February meeting. With that, he can bring a draft of
the code amendments to look at as well; we can do that in work session. He said the code amendments aren’t that big. At this
point in time all we are saying is payment in lieu of is not coming back, maybe the district boundaries get tweaked a little bit,
and that means that off-street parking is required unless we come up with some better way of dealing with it.

Franklin wondered what the result is that we don’t see. He wondered if we’re going to get push-back from people in the adjacent
neighborhoods that now a bunch of people are going to be parking on their streets and taking up their parking spots to stay out
of the metered areas. Tokos said for his part, he would try to get the public engaged at a point in time when we actually have
data for them to look at and things for them to think about and not engage them too early when we don’t have the answers to any
of their questions. Tokos said that’s the kind of thing that could really come out if we engage too quickly and we don’t have
enough information to back it up, and then people will start speculating. Patrick said in Salem you see that; once you move away
from the Govermnent offices there are signs stating “parking for residents” or “parking with permit only.” You can’t go off into
those areas to park. Franklin asked if you now charge homeowners to have a permit. Tokos said right now we have a registration
sticker program for homes in Nye Beach. Those in the district now get stickers for their cars he thinks for free as an
accommodation for the 3-hour parking limitation to say that we recognize they have no off-street parking and are in a 3-hour
timed parking area. Franklin said maybe that’s something else that could accumulate some revenue, though; stickers for
businesses or employees or owners. He thought if you’re going to charge a business or employee, you should charge a
homeowner as well, Tokos said that’s a fair point. He said put it out there; they will be complaining about it, though. Patrick
said that’s what we’ll get out of the parking study. Tokos said that is what’s nice about parking utilization studies; it gives you
a good handle on how heavily these spaces are being utilized. Patrick said we don’t have those numbers; we guess. Tokos said
with tourists, though, they aren’t going to squawk; paying $3 or $4 at a meter is nothing because this is their vacation. Patrick
said the only time you get nervous as a tourist is with your timespan. Like when he goes to Salem, and it’s two-hour parking and
he has a four-hour meeting. Tokos said that the study helps you understand what your turnover is and how much you can push
that. Fortunately he doesn’t think most people going down on the Bay Front are necessarily down there four hours in a row.
You’re probably fine in the two-hour range, maybe three-hours. But the study will show that. Patrick said plus we are going to
need a mechanism there for when someone is doing repairs. Like when he had to block off the parking lot in Nye Beach to work
on Franldin’s building. He said if he has to pay that’s fine, but he needs to know about it ahead of time. Tokos said that Gross
had said he needs accommodation for his city crews when they’re working. Tokos said we can deal with that. Tokos said if
you’re working on a structure, we can come up with something for that. On the Bay Front, we’re not going to tap every Trident
truck that goes in there. We will have to solve some of that with the fish plants; not the industrial guys. Berman said the whole
loading and unloading zone needs to have some kind of consideration for a permit too. Patrick said by State law, delivery trucks
can park in the middle of 101 w/their blinkers on and unload. Berman said he wasn’t talking about 101; he was talking about
Nye Beach and the Bay Front where you have a food delivery truck. Franklin said delivery trucks are stopped in the middle of
the street down there all the time. Tokos said generally you are probably going to want to set it up to exempt loading; that’s
typically what you would do. Although, you try to designate appropriate loading areas.

B. Next meetings.

Tokos noted that the meeting on December 22rId has been cancelled. On January 12, 2015, the joint work session with the City
Council on Urban Renewal is a go. The second meeting in January is the 26th, On the 26th the Commission can initiate the
parking code amendments. Also on the 26th, the Council with the student housing said they want to see those Comp Plan
amendments done; so if it’s okay with the Commission, Tokos will just schedule that for a hearing because those are pretty
straightforward and the Commissioners have already seen them as part of a work session. To make sure we have enough time,
we will have only the work session with the City Council on the 12th for an hour to an hour-and-a-half no regular meeting.
Patrick thought that is better when you’re trying to do something with that large of a group. Tokos summed up the January
meetings will be just the work session on the 12th and a couple of action items on the 26th in regular session.

C. Adjournment. Having no further discussion, the work session meeting adjourned at 7:11 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted,

Wanda Haney ‘

Executive Assistant
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